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Abstract: Polycationic high-spin states of 1,3-bis(diarylamino)benzene and 1,3,5-tris(diarylamino)benzene as
prototypical model units for organic ferromagnetic metals have been studied by cw and pulsed ESR spectroscopy.
An electron spin transient nutation (ESTN) method as a novel technique based on pulsed ESR spectroscopy has
been applied to the dicationic and tricationic high-spin states of them in glasses, unequivocally identifying the spin
multiplicities of those molecules in the ground state to be triplet with the fine-structure parameters of|D| ) 0.007
cm-1 and quartet with|D| ) 0.004 cm-1, |E| ) 0.0002 cm-1, andg ) 2.0023, respectively, and concluding that the
high-spin ground states originate from the topological pseudodegeneracy of theπ-HOMOs which governs spin
alignment in polycationic heteroatomic systems. It has been illustrated by the resolution enhancement inherent in
the dimensional decomposition of 2D spectroscopy that magnetic-field-swept 2D ESTN spectroscopy is a powerful
and facile method for spin identification and discrimination between different spin multiplicities in nonoriented systems.
Also, ESTN phenomena have been treated in terms of both numerical calculation and perturbation theory. An analytical
expression for the nutational motion has been derived.

Introduction

The last decade has found continuous interest in organic
magnetics/molecule-based magnetism from both the pure and
applied sciences. The conceptual proposals of organic magnet-
ics in terms of noncharged molecular units with high-spin
preference were made at early times,1,2 and the firstπ-topologi-
cal degeneracy giving rise to organic high-spin systems withS
) 2 was shown 30 years ago.3 The recent rapid development
of this field based on high-spin chemistry is partly due to the
rich variety of novel physical phenomena and properties which
synthetic organomagnetic materials are expected to exhibit both
macro- and mesoscopically4 and partly due to their underlying
potential applications as future technology in materials science
such as spin-mediated molecular devices or electronics4f,5,6

(defined as spinics or spintronics5).
Among diverse topics of organic magnetics, charged high-

spin molecular systems generated by the hole or electron doping
have recently drawn attention as models for studying the
interplay between pluricharge fluctuation and spin polarization

in homoatomic7,8 and heteroatomic polycationic9-15 high-spin
molecular systems as well as in metal-bridge free stable
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polyketone-based polyanionic molecular systems.16 Also theo-
retically, the doping of organic high-spin systems has been
studied referred to molecular design of purely organic magnetic
metals and high-Tc organic superconductors, predicting the
possible occurrence of the conversion from the low-spin states
to the high spin-states (or vice versa) driven by spin polarization
or double exchange mechanisms.17-19

One of the highlighted advances so far in organic magnetics
and high-spin chemistry has been that the use of topological
symmetry in the electron network of nonchargedπ-conjugated
homoatomic hydrocarbons gives rise to the unlimited number
of the degeneracy inπ-nonbonding MOs (coined as topological
degeneracy1) which contrasts with the limitation of usual orbital
degeneracy in organic molecules as multinuclear centered
systems. In this work, polycationic high-spin molecular systems
under study have been considered as prototypical examples
based onπ-topology-mediated molecular design for one- and
two-dimensionally extended super high-spin systems with
multicharge. The systems studied,meta-linked or starburst
molecules with triphenylamine branches, are of heteroatomic
π-conjugation and expected to undergo dynamic spin polariza-
tion which isπ-topologically controlled, leading to high-spin
ground states. In this context, the present work is a pluricharge
version of the topologically controlled through-bond approach
to organic magnetics. Instead of “topological degeneracy” used
for π-nonbonding MOs,1 “super pseudodegeneracy” ofπ-HO-
MOs is used, which are located close to a zero energy level in
units of resonance integralâ; “pseudo” and “super” degeneracy
originate in heteroatomic perturbation and topological symmetry
of the π-conjugation network, respectively. These tripheny-
lamine hyperbranched systems are prototypical examples for
the present purposes, and they also have attracted interest from

both the pure and applied sciences,9-13 particularly related to
functionalities like photoactivity and electronic activity for use
in electronic devices.20

We have studied polycationic states of themeta-linked and
starburst molecules based on (diarylamino)benzene using cw
and pulsed ESR spectroscopy, emphasizing the unequivocal
magnetic characterization of their high-spin ground states. The
polycationic high-spin states have been studied so far using cw
ESR spectroscopy by several groups.9a,10a,12a,13Nevertheless,
electronic spin structures in their ground and nearby excited
states are not fully expounded. In order to examine spin
structures of high-spin systems, we developed the ESTN
spectroscopy21,22 which is applicable to randomly oriented or
amorphous systems.23 In the present work we deal with the
polycationic high-spin ground states ofN,N,N′,N′-tetra-4-anisyl-
2,4-dimethyl-1,5-phenylenediamine (1) andN,N,N′,N′,N′′,N′′-
hexa-4-anisyl-1,3,5-triaminobenzene (2)10a as the most funda-

mental 1D and 2D systems, respectively. The model systems
1 and 2 have the topological pseudo-2-fold and -3-fold
degeneracy ofπ-HOMOs, respectively. The methyl and meth-
oxy groups were introduced for increasing the chemical stability
of the polycationic high-spin states. Efforts to stabilizemeta-
linked triphenylamine-based dications such as12(•+) have been
made.9,12 The model system12(•+) is the first example for 1D
high-spin polycations. The introduction of functional groups
governs the stability of polycationic species at ambient and low
temperatures in solution. The chemical modification vs stability
relationships studied by cyclic voltammetry will be published
elsewhere.
Pulsed FT-ESR/2D-ESTN (2D Electron Spin Transient

Nutation) Spectroscopy for Nonoriented High-Spin Systems.
ESTN spectroscopy is based on pulsed electron spin resonance
to measure the spin Hamiltonian in terms of the rotating frame
of microwave irradiation. In the ESTN measurements, the time
evolution of the electron spin system in the presence of a
microwave irradiation fieldB1(t) and the static magnetic field
B0 is observed in the rotating frame. We consider only the
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electron ZeemanĤZ and fine-structureĤD terms in eq 5 for the
ESTN analysis of high-spin systems. The rotating-frame
Hamiltonian is given as

with ∆ω ) ωMW - ω0 andω1 ) -γeB1, and whereωD andωE

stand for fine-structure parameters in units of frequency. The
induction signal by the precessing magnetization of the spin
system is given in proportion to

which gives nutation frequencies for a given spin quantum
numberSby Fourier transformation.F(t) is the density operator
describing the state|ψ′(t)〉 of the system in the rotating frame.
Nutation frequencies have been numerically computed in the
present work below. The equilibrium density matrix was taken
as an initial density matrix,F(0).
We exemplify the nutation frequencies versus fine-structure

parameterωD for high-spin systems withS) 3/2 as depicted
in Figure 1. Figure 1 demonstrates the dependence of the
nutation spectra for an|S) 3/2,MS) 1/2〉 T |3/2,-1/2〉 ESR
transition onωD/ω1, whereω1 stands for the strengthB1 of the
microwave irradiation field (ω1 ) -γeB1). When ωD is
vanishing, the nutation spectrum has a single-frequency com-
ponent withωn ) ω1. On the other hand, whenω1 , ωD, the
spectrum gives 2ω1 as the nutation frequency of the system.
The coefficientcn of cnω1 then depends on the spin quantum
numbersSandMS of the spin system as well asωD/ω1.
The nutation frequency is also analytically evaluated in terms

of the perturbation treatment of the rotating spin Hamiltonian.

The signal given by eq 2 is proportional to

where only theωD term in ĤD remains in the first-order
approximation. Thus, in the extremely weak limit of the
microwave irradiation field (Ĥ1 , ĤD), the nutation frequency
is expressed as

for an |S, MS〉 T |S, MS - 1〉 ESR allowed transition.21-23 The
nutation frequency depends onSandMS as well asω1. Note
that this weak limit condition is satisfied under ordinary
experimental conditions.

The ESTN method was first applied by Isoyaet al.,21 and
Astashkin and Schweiger,22 to single-crystal systems to interpret
a distorted local site of Ni(II) (S) 3/2), and to identify fine-
structure ESR transitions from paramagnetic transition metal
ions, respectively. We have extended the ESTN technique to
a wide variety of nonoriented systems, inorganic or organic
including mixtures of high-spin oligomers/polymers.23 ESTN
measurements can be applied to any swept magnetic field in
nonoriented systems, all the orientations of which contribute
the corresponding nutation frequency. In this work we have
developed magnetic-field-swept 2D ESTN spectroscopy which
deserves to enhance spectral resolution in nonoriented systems.
The field-swept 2D presentation is of essential importance in
the ESTN spectroscopy in nonoriented systems, as described
below. The ESTN spectroscopy is essentially free from spectral
simulation for randomly oriented systems in order to identifyS
andMS of high-spin systems.

Experimental Section

Materials. Melting points were determined on a micro-hot-stage
and were uncorrected. IR spectra were taken on a JASCO A-102 IR
spectrometer.1H (400 MHz) and13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were
recorded on JEOL 400 MHz and Hitachi 100 MHz instruments.
N,N,N′,N′-Tetra-4-anisyl-2,4-dimethylphenylenediamine (4) was syn-
thesized according to Scheme 1.N,N,N′,N′,N′′,N′′-hexa-4-anisyl-1,3,5-
triaminobenzene was synthesized using the reported method.10a,20bOnly
new compounds are described below.

Scheme 1

Figure 1. Dependence of the nutation spectra for an|S) 3/2,MS )
1/2〉 T |3/2,-1/2〉 ESR transition onωD/ω1. ωE ) 0 was assumed.

Ĥ′ ) ∆ωSz + [ωD(Sz
2 - S2/3)+ ωE(Sx

2 - Sy
2)] - ω1Sy

(1)

〈S(t)〉 ) Tr{F(t)S+} (2)

〈S(t)〉 ) ∑
MS

〈MS- 1|F(0)|MS〉[S(S+ 1)-

MS(MS- 1)]1/2 exp[itωD(2MS- 1)+ ω1t[S(S+ 1)-

MS(MS- 1)]1/2] (3)

ωn ) [S(S+ 1)- MS(MS- 1)]1/2 ω1 (4)
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N,N-Di-4-anisyl-5-nitro-2,4-xylidine (2). A mixture of 1 g (0.006
mol) of 5-nitro-2,4-xylidine,24 4.23 g (0.018 mol) ofp-iodoanisole,
copper powder (1.4 g), potassium carbonate (6.8 g), and 18-crown-6
ether (0.5 g) ino-dichlorobenzene (100 mL) was heated under reflux
in argon atmosphere for 12 h. The mixture was filtered off, washed
with water (100 mL× 2), and dried over sodium sulfate. The solvent
was distilled off under reduced pressure. The obtained crude orange
oil was used without further purification for the following reaction.1H
NMR (CDCl3): δ 3.81 (s, 6H), 6.84 (d, 4H,J ) 8.56 Hz), 7.08 (d,
4H, J ) 8.56 Hz), 7.13-7.66 (m, 4H). IR (Nujol): 1620, 1520 cm-1.
N,N-Di-4-anisyl-2,4-dimethylphenylenediamine (3).A mixture of

N,N-di-4-anisyl-5-nitro-2,4-xylidine, 2.3 g (0.01 mol) of tin dichloride,
and 5 mL of hydrochloric acid in ethanol (100 mL) was heated under
reflux for 2 h. The mixture was poured onto ice-water containing
potassium carbonate and extracted with chloroform (100 mL× 2). The
organic phase was washed with water (100 mL× 2) and dried over
sodium sulfate. The solvent was distilled off under reduced pressure.
The obtained crude yellow oil was used without further purification
for the following reaction.1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 3.77 (s, 6H), 6.18-
6.34 (m, 3H), 6.80 (d, 4H,J ) 8.56 Hz), 6.93 (t, 1H,J ) 7.92 Hz),
7.02 (d, 4H,J ) 8.56 Hz). IR (Nujol): 3500, 3420 cm-1.
N,N,N′,N′-Tetra-4-anisyl-2,4-dimethylphenylenediamine (4).A

mixture of N,N-di-4-anisyl-2,4-dimethylphenylenediamine, 4.23 g
(0.018 mol) of p-iodoanisole, copper powder (1.4 g), potassium
carbonate (6.8 g), and 18-crown-6 ether (0.5 g) ino-dichlorobenzene
(100 mL) was heated under reflux in argon atmosphere for 12 h. The
mixture was filtered off, washed with water (100 mL× 2), and dried
over sodium sulfate. The solvent was distilled off under reduced
pressure. The crude mixture was purified by chromatography on silica
gel using chloroform, giving 0.44 g of white powder (total yield 13%).
Mp: 121-122 °C. 1H NMR (CDCl3): δ 1.97 (s, 6H), 3.75 (s, 12H),
6.71 (d, 8H,J) 9.16 Hz), 6.82-6.84 (m, 9H), 7.02 (s, 1H).13C NMR
(CDCl3): δ 18.2, 55.5, 114.4, 122.6, 129.2, 132.8, 132.9, 134.5, 141.6,
154.2. IR (Nujol): 1510 cm-1. MS: m/e 560. Anal. Calcd for
C36H36N2O4: C, 77.12; H, 6.47; N, 5.00. Found: C, 76.75; H, 6.44;
N, 4.89.
Generations of the Polycationic States of 1 and 2.Hole doping

of neutral diamagnetic molecules can be carried out in an either wet or
dry process. The latter involvesγ-radiolyses in solids,7 but it does not
allow plurihole doping per molecule under usual conditions. For the
plurihole doping, we adopted a wet process, described below, chemical
oxidation in solution, which allows multiple-step hole doping and makes
cationic molecules undergo the stabilization/relaxation of their molecular
structure upon the hole doping in the presence of counteranions.
The polycationic high-spin molecules12(•+) and23(•+) were generated

by chemical oxidation of the parent molecules1 and 2 in dichlo-
romethane containing tetra-n-buthylammonium tetrafluoroborate,n-Bu4-
NBF4, and lead tetraacetate. A small amount of trifluoroacetic
anhydride was also dropped into the dichloromethane solution for
performing the complete oxidation process in generating the polycations
as described in the previous literature.9a The use of trifluoroacetic
anhydride stabilizes the polycationic high-spin states of the (diarylami-
no)benzenes.
ESR/ESTN (Electron Spin Transient Nutation) Measurements.

X-band cw ESR measurements were carried out on both JEOL JES-
FE2XG and Bruker ESP300 spectrometers, equipped with JEOL ES-
DVT2 and Oxford ESR910 temperature controllers, respectively.
Pulsed ESR measurements were carried out on a Bruker ESP380 FT-
ESR spectrometer with a dielectric resonator and a 1 kWtraveling wave
tube amplifier for microwave excitation.

The ESTN experiments were performed by the three-pulse sequence
shown in Chart 1, which consists of a nutation pulse (for microwave
excitation) and a pair ofπ/2-π pulses (for detection). We adopted a
four-step phase cycling, monitoring the peak of a two-pulse Hahn echo,
S(t1), after the nutation pulse with a different pulse lengtht1. Two-
dimensional (2D) ESTN spectra were constructed as a function of the
swept magnetic field.
Computer Simulations of Solution and Powder-Pattern ESR

Spectra. The spin Hamiltonian is generally given by

whereĤeZ, ĤD, ĤnZ, Ĥhf, andĤQ have the usual meaning. In a solution
ESR spectrum, anisotropic interactions vanish and the effective
Hamiltonian is described by

The spectral simulations of solution and powder-pattern ESR spectra
were performed using a homemade software25 as well as a simulation
software, WIN-EPRSim Foniaby Bruker Instruments, Inc. The former
is based on the eigenfield method and direct numerical diagonalization
of the spin Hamiltonian. The latter is based on the second-order
perturbation treatment using eqs 6 and 5 for the solution and powder-
pattern simulations, respectively.

Results and Discussion

Polycationic State of N,N,N′,N′-Tetra-4-anisyl-2,4-dim-
ethyl-1,5-phenylenediamine (1).The powder-pattern cw ESR
spectrum of the polycationic state of1 observed at 7 K is shown
in Figure 2. There appeared five broad overlapping lines in an
allowed ESR transition region. The central intense line sug-
gested the occurrence of11(•+) as a doublet species, the overall
spectrum not allowing one to characterize the polycationic spin
state unequivocally. In order to enhance a spectroscopic
resolution with emphasizingS/MS-discrimination, we have
measured the ESTN phenomena using the pulsed ESR tech-
nique.
Figure 3 shows a contour plot of the 2D ESTN spectra

observed at 5 K. The intense nutation frequency peak observed
at 348 mT and two peaks at 345 and 351 mT in the wing are
at 15.3 and 23.1 MHz, respectively. The nutation frequency
expected for|1, 0〉 T |1, (1〉 transitions of a triplet state is
x2ω1 from eq 4. At the centralg≈ 2 field in which both ESR
transitions are excited at the same time, the frequency is
expected to beω1 because of a complete excitation. A
frequency ratio of 23.1/15.3 corresponds to that ofx2/1
expected for a triplet state from eq 4. It should be noted that

(24) Keiderer, E. C.; Adams, R.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1931, 53, 1575-
1580.

(25) Takui, T.; Sato, K.; Shiomi, D.; Itoh, K. InMolecule-Based Magnetic
Materials: Theory, Technique, and Applications; Turnbull, M. M., Sug-
imoto, T., Thompson, L. K., Eds.; American Chemical Society: Washington,
DC, 1996; Vol. 644, Chapter 6.

Chart 1. Three-Pulse Sequence Applied for ESTN
Measurements.

Figure 2. Powder-pattern ESR spectrum of the polycationic state of
1 observed at 7 K. The microwave frequency was 9.77375 GHz.

Ĥ ) ĤeZ + ĤD + ĤnZ + Ĥhf + ĤQ

) p-1âB̃0‚g‚S+ p-1S̃‚D‚S+ p-1ânB̃0‚gn‚I +

p-1S̃‚A‚I + p-1Ĩ ‚Q‚I (5)

Ĥ ) p-1gâB̃0‚S+ p-1gnânB̃0‚I + p-1aS̃‚I (6)
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ωn attributable to a spin doublet isω1 because of vanishing
ωD. The intensity of the peak observed at 348 mT was much
stronger than that expected for the triplet state, indicating that
signals due to doublet impurities were overlapping at 348 mT.
The powder-pattern ESR spectrum, therefore, consisted of the
triplet and doublet species that were attributed to the dication
of 1 and the doublet impurities including the monocation of1,
respectively.
The temperature dependence of the signal intensities was

examined in order to determine whether the triplet state of12(•+)

was a ground or thermally excited state. As in the observed
ESR spectra as shown in Figure 2 the triplet signal overlapped
with doublet ones, we compared the relative intensities of the
signals observed at 345.0 mT (central peak) and 341.0 mT in
the wing. The temperature dependence of the signal intensities
is shown in Figure 4. The temperature dependence of the triplet
signal depends linearly on that of the central peak that
dominantly consisted of doublet impurities. It is therefore
concluded that the dicationic state of1 is a ground-state triplet.
For the triplet state of12(•+), the fine-structure parameter|D|

was determined to be 0.007 cm-1 from a splitting between the
Z transitions in the ESR spectrum. Determination of theE value
was erroneous because of low spectral resolution. The|D| value
is close to those (0.0064-0.0079 cm-1) of neutral high-spin
molecules with the similar electronic spin structure which have
been reported so far,8,26-28 suggesting that theπ-π two-center
spin-spin interactions and dynamic spin polarization dominate

spin alignment, and in terms of|D| values charge fluctuation
does not apparently affect the spin polarization mechanism.
The magnitude of theD value of12(•+) is consistent with that

of 23(•+) if the projection factor 2S-1 forD values is considered.
The value of (2S-1)|D| ) 0.008 (S) 3/2, |D| ) 0.004 cm-1

for 23(•+): see below) can be compared with (2S - 1)|D| )
0.007 (S ) 1) for 12(•+), neglecting differences in molecular
structure. This comparison is based on order-of-magnitude
estimation, nevertheless indicating that the similar values of (2S
- 1)|D| are due to the similarity of the spin structure between
12(•+) and23(•+). In this context, detection and identification of
22(•+) are interesting to understand the molecular structures vs
charge fluctuations of these cationic states with counteranions.
Solution ESR Spectra of the Cationic States of

N,N,N′,N′,N′′,N′′-Hexa-4-anisyl-1,3,5-triaminobenzene (2).
Figures 5 and 6 show ESR spectra of the cationic state of2
observed in a dichloromethane solution. The solution ESR
spectrum in Figure 5 was observed at 203 K after the chemical
oxidation process by tetra-n-buthylammonium tetrafluoroborate,
n-Bu4NBF4, and lead tetraacetate with a small amount of
trifluoroacetic anhydride, and that in Figure 6 at ambient
temperature after the chemical oxidation without trifluoroacetic
anhydride. The simulation assuming∆B1/2 ) 0.285 mT,aN )
0.3 mT, andaH ) 0.26 mT reproduced the observed one as
shown in Figure 5a. The hyperfine coupling parameters for
three equivalent nitrogen and hydrogen atoms were taken into

(26) Luckhurst, G. R.; Pedulli, G. F.; Tiecco, M.J. Chem. Soc. B1971,
329-334.

(27) Kothe, G.; Denkel, K.-H.; Su¨mmermann, W.Angew. Chem., Int.
Ed. Engl.1970, 9, 906-907.

(28) Veciana, J.; Rovira, C.; Crespo, M. I.; Armet, O.; Domingo, V.
M.; Palacio, F.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 2552-2561.

Figure 3. Contour plot of the field-swept 2D ESTN spectra of12(•+)

and the conventional field-swept ESR spectrum (on the right) observed
at 5 K.ω1 corresponds to about 15.3 MHz.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the signal intensities of12(•+).
Filled and open circles denote the signal intensities at 345.0 and 341.0
mT, respectively.

Figure 5. (a) Solution ESR spectrum of the cationic state of2 observed
at 203 K in a dichloromethane solution. (b) Simulated ESR spectrum
with ∆B1/2 ) 0.285 mT,aN ) 0.3 mT (for three nitrogen atoms), and
aH ) 0.26 mT (for three hydrogen atoms of the central phenyl ring).
The hyperfine coupling parameters for the three equivalent nitrogen
and hydrogen atoms were taken into account.

Figure 6. (a) Solution ESR spectrum of the cationic state of2 observed
at ambient temperature in a dichloromethane solution. (b) Simulated
ESR spectrum with∆B1/2 ) 0.64 mT,aN ) 0.7 mT (for one of three
nitrogen atoms), andaN ) 0.01 mT (for other nitrogen atoms). The
hyperfine coupling parameters for the three nitrogen atoms were taken
into account.
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account. The solution ESR spectrum that was observed with
trifluoroacetic anhydride is expected to be due to the tricationic
state of2. On the other hand, the spectrum in Figure 6a was
simulated assuming the following parameters:∆B1/2 ) 0.64
mT, aN ) 0.7 mT (for one of three nitrogen atoms), andaN )
0.01 mT (for the other nitrogen atoms). The line width used
for the spectral simulation in Figure 6b was larger than that in
Figure 5. In the spectral simulation of Figure 6a, we did not
take the hyperfine couplings arising from the hydrogen atoms
into account. The line width suggested that the hyperfine
couplings from the hydrogen atoms cause the spectral line
broadening. The species giving rise to the ESR spectrum shown
in Figure 6 was extremely stable, and the spectrum survived a
week after the sample was kept at ambient temperature. Since
the monocation ofpara-substituted triphenylamine was well
known as a persistent radical,29 the monocationic state of2was
supposed to be stable at ambient temperature. This also gives
a rationale for our assignment that the ESR spectrum is due to
the monocationic state of2. The persistent monocationic state
is consistent with the results of cyclic voltammetry experiments
that were performed in order to examine the stability of the
tricationic state of2 and its analogues.30

The probable spin structures of the tricationic and monoca-
tionic states based on the spectral simulations are given in parts
a and b, respectively, of Figure 7. The area of the circle denotes
only relative spin densities on the carbon and nitrogen atomic
sites. The former was estimated from the McConnell equation
Fπ ) a/Q (Q ) -66.9 MHz31). The unpaired electron spin is
delocalized over the diarylamino moieties in the polycationic
state of 2, giving the same isotropic hyperfine coupling
parameters from three nitrogen atoms. The hyperfine coupling

parameters from three hydrogen atoms were assigned to those
of the central phenyl ring, resulting from electron-nuclear
interactions between the hydrogen atom and electron spin on
neighboring carbon sites. The carbon sites on the central phenyl
ring have largeπ-spin densities that are additively brought from
each diarylamino moiety by the spin polarization mechanism.
On the other hand, in the monocationic state of2 the electron
spin is localized to one of the diarylamino moieties. The spin
structure of the monocationic state is essentially similar to that
of triphenylamine as a persistent radical monocation.
Tricationic State of 2. Figure 8a shows the powder-pattern

ESR spectrum of23(•+) observed at 7 K in thedichloromethane
glass. There appeared five broad lines in the allowed ESR
transition region. They were assigned to canonical peaks arising
from the quartet spin state with|D| ) 0.004 cm-1, |E| ) 0.0002
cm-1, andg ) 2.0023 (isotropic). The simulation spectrum is
shown in Figure 8b. From the simulation,aN ) 0.32 mT and
aH ) 0.28 mT were derived for three nitrogen atoms and for
three hydrogen atoms of the central phenyl ring, respectively.
In order to identify the molecular spin multiplicity of the

cationic state, we carried out the ESTN measurements. Figure
9 shows a contour plot of 2D-ESTN spectra of23(•+) observed
at 6 K. The intense nutation frequency peak observed at 336.8
mT and two peaks at 333 and 340.4 mT are at 10.08 and 8.12
MHz, respectively. A ratio of the observed nutation frequencies,
10.08/8.12, agrees with that of 2/x3 expected for a quartet spin

(29) Seo, E. T.; Nelson, R. F.; Fritsch, J. M.; Marcoux, L. S.; Leedy, D.
W.; Adams, R. N.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1966, 88, 3498-3503.

(30) Yano, M.; Furuichi, M.; Sato, K.; Shiomi, D.; Ichimura, A.; Abe,
K.; Takui, T. and Itoh, K.Synth. Met. 1997, 85, 1665-1666.

(31) Hirota, N; Hutchison Jr., C. A.; Palmer, P.J. Chem. Phys.1964,
40, 3717-3725.

Figure 7. Probable spin structures expected for the polycationic and
monocationic states of2. The area of the circle denotes only relative
spin densities on the carbon and nitrogen atomic sites.

Figure 8. (a) Powder-pattern ESR spectrum of the tricationic state of
2 observed at 7 K. The microwave frequency was 9.44751 GHz. (b)
Simulated ESR spectrum withS) 3/2,g) 2.0023,|D| ) 0.004 cm-1,
|E| ) 0.0002 cm-1, ∆B1/2 ) 1.0 mT,aN ) 0.32 mT (for three nitrogen
atoms), andaH ) 0.28 mT (for three hydrogen atoms of the central
phenyl ring).

Figure 9. Contour plot of the field-swept 2D ESTN spectra of23(•+)

and the conventional field-swept ESR spectrum (on the right) observed
at 6 K.ω1 corresponds to about 5 MHz.
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state from eq 4. We can, therefore, assign the intense peak
and two weak ones to|3/2, 1/2〉 T |3/2,-1/2〉 and|3/2,(3/2〉
T |3/2, (1/2〉 allowed transitions of a pure quartet state,32

respectively. In the 2D-ESTN spectra no peaks were observed
at 5 MHz (ω1) which corresponded to theS ) 1/2 nutation
frequency. This illustrates straightforwardly that the quartet state
is a ground state. If the quartet state is an excited one, the
frequency componentω1 arising from a doublet ground state
has to be observed.33 If the energy gap between the doublet
and quartet states is comparable to 0.3 cm-1, effects of spin
quantum mixing appear appreciable in fine-structure spectra.
The mixed-doublet peak from organic species is expected to
appear at theg≈ 2 region with a reduced intensity.32 The 2D-
ESTN experiments in the wide range of temperature indicate
that an excited doublet state can be located higher than 100
cm-1 above the quartet ground state.
For some quartet cases only, apparently missing Z peaks due

to line broadening in glasses resemble triplet fine-structure
spectra: This was not the case for the spectra of23(•+).
Referred to fine-structure forbidden transitions,∆MS ) (2
transitions from a quartet species often interfere with those from
triplet species, making identification of the transitions from
quartet species difficult. The forbidden transitions are masked
with a strong peak due to undesired triplet species. Particularly,
the ∆MS ) (2 peak due to smallD values is misleading in
S-discrimination between triplet and quartet states. On the other
hand, the absorption peak arising from∆MS ) (3 forbidden
transitions can show fingerprint evidence of quartet states. Their
transition probability, nevertheless, is small in 1 or 2 orders of
magnitude. This trend is enhanced with decreasing fine-
structure parameters.
TheS/MS-identification and mapping of transition assignments

based on the 2D-ESTN spectroscopy are free from the above
weakness of cw ESR spectroscopy applied to high-spin chem-
istry.
The determined|D| value of 0.0040 cm-1 is also close to

that of a neutral quartet molecule with hyperbranched diaryl-
based spin structures,34 being consistent with the results from
12(•+). The ESTN measurements are underway on sizable poly-
(triarylamine)-based analogues that have undergone incomplete
oxidation in solution,35 leading to complex cw ESR fine-
structure spectra in organic glasses.

Conclusions

The field-swept 2D ESTN spectroscopy as a novel ESR
technique unequivocally showed that the di- and tricationic states
of 1 and2 are a ground-state triplet and quartet, respectively,
indicating that these ground-state high spins originate from the
topological pseudodegeneracy of theπ-HOMOs which governs
spin alignment in polycationic heteroatomic systems. The
electronic spin structures of the cationic states of2 were
determined on the basis of the hyperfine coupling parameters.
The model system12(•+) is the first example for one-dimensional
high-spin polycations. It is illustrated that the 2D ESTN
spectroscopy is a powerful and facile method for spin identifica-
tion and discrimination between different spin multiplicities in
nonoriented systems.
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